
A stunning blend of coast,
heathland and woods

Dunwich Heath is one of the most 
dramatic settings in all of Suffolk, where
heathland reaches the coast with stunning
views towards historic Southwold to the north
and famous RSPB Minsmere to the south.

This is a wonderful place to visit any time of year, but
really comes into its own in late August when the heather
blooms and the landscape is a sea of purple. If you can catch this scene in
the early morning light or late setting sun then you will be in for a treat.

The heath is crossed by many paths with a number of benches to take in the
view. There is also an accessible sea watching centre equipped with telescopes.

The National Trust has an excellent café and very helpful information hut with
a fun children’s play area by the picnic tables. 

Facilities
• Parking – NT members free

• Toilets – accessible

• Café

Directions
• From A12 at Yoxford or Blythburgh

follow signs to National Trust
Dunwich Heath. 

• National Trust Dunwich Heath
01728 648 501
www.nationaltrust.org.uk
Post Code IP17 3DJ
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Easy going trail
1.5 miles/2.5 km

The trails at National Trust
Dunwich Heath are natural
surface, firm paths with an
accessible trail clearly signed 
around the heath. For
wheelchair users, a mobility
vehicle is available (this must
be booked in advance).  

There are other trails to
explore. Each offers a very
different experience of the
heath and the woodland with
some fine views out to sea
and across the landscape.
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